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Oxidation states study of nickel in solid oxide fuel cell anode using x-ray full-field spectroscopic nano-tomography Yu-chen Karen Chen-Wiegart,1 William M. Harris,2 Jeffrey J. Lombardo,2 Wilson K. S. Chiu,2 and Jun Wang1,a) 1
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(Received 15 October 2012; accepted 6 December 2012; published online 20 December 2012) Identifying the chemical state and coupling with morphological information in three dimensions are of great interest in energy storage materials, which typically involve reduction-oxidation cycling and structural evolution. Here, we apply x-ray nano-tomography with multiple x-ray energies to study oxidation states of nickel (Ni) and nickel oxide phases in Ni-yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), a typical anode material of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). We present a method to quantitatively identify the nickel-based oxides from Ni-YSZ anode composite, and obtain chemical mapping as well as associated microstructures at nanometer scale in three dimensions. NiO particles manually placed on a Ni-YSZ composite anode were used for validation of the method, while no nickel oxides were found to be present within the electrode structure as remnants of the cell fabrication process. The application of the method can be widely applied to energy storage materials including SOFCs, Li-ion batteries, and supercapacitors, as well as other systems for oxidation and reduction C 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4772784] study. V Revealing the underlying electrochemical mechanisms in many energy storage materials such as fuel cells, batteries, and supercapacitors is crucial for improving their performance and for ensuring safe operation. To achieve this goal, it is essential to obtain a thorough understanding regarding the oxidation state change of the energy storage materials during reduction-oxidation (redox) cycling. For materials used in energy storage, the change of oxidation state during cycling in some situations is a natural result of operation, occurring specifically on the active sites. In other cases, the redox reaction is undesirable and may only occur locally. Nickel-yttriastabilized zirconia (Ni-YSZ), a widely used anode material in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), uses Ni as the catalyst for hydrogen oxidation.1 However, nickel oxide (NiO) may be left as residuals of cell fabrication, in which mixed NiO and YSZ powder is purposely subjected to high temperature to reduce NiO to metallic Ni and form the composite anode structure.2 Also, Ni oxidation may occur undesirably during operation to reform NiO. As a result, the un-reduced and reformed NiO in either case would prohibit the electrocatalytic reaction of hydrogen oxidation via Ni. Moreover, large volume changes have also been reported during NiO/Ni redox, with percent changes as large as 40.9% for reduction and 69.2% for oxidation.2 Therefore, it is critical to characterize the distribution of NiO/Ni redox process in three dimensions (3D) to shed the light on the effects of potential NiO existence to the SOFC operations. Transmission x-ray microscopy (TXM), a full-field, high resolution hard x-ray imaging technique, has been demonstrated to be an effective tool to study SOFCs,3 Li-ion battery electrodes,4 and nano-porous metals used for electrode substrates in batteries and supercapacitors.5 By combining with x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) a)
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spectroscopy, the TXM is able to perform spectroscopic imaging. The two dimensional (2D) full-field spectroscopic imaging can be achieved by collecting a series of TXM projections across an element x-ray absorption edge. This XANES imaging results in contrast variation between images as a function of x-ray energies, corresponding to the elemental absorption spectrum. Furthermore, 3D spectroscopic nano-tomography can be attained by collecting tomographic data at multiple energies across an element absorption edge. Therefore, a spatial distribution of an element within the sample and oxidation state of the chosen element can be directly extracted from the reconstructed 3D images.6 Spectroscopic nano-tomography offers unprecedented sub-50 nm spatial 3D resolution, non-destructive imaging, and chemical and elemental sensitivity which provide a unique path for our study.7 The feasibility to study the Ni oxidation by XANES imaging using the TXM has previously been shown with a sample consisting of Ni foil and NiO powder to simulate a composite material.8 Oxidation of Ni in Ni-YSZ was also reported using the TXM,2 where the Ni-YSZ was heated ex situ to induce oxidation and high temperature annealing. Imaging at single x-ray energy above the Ni K-edge revealed a NiO film on the Ni surface as well as an un-reduced residual NiO core in the Ni-YSZ.2 Here, we report an oxidation state study of Ni in a Ni-YSZ anode using x-ray full-field XANES spectroscopic nano-tomography. The XANES imaging data were collected at multiple energies to allow a quantitative and precise identification of potential existence of NiO within the Ni-YSZ sample. The experiments were carried out on X8C beamline at National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). The recently developed TXM at NSLS has unique capabilities to overcome some difficulties with older designs.7 One of the distinctive capabilities is the
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ability to keep the same magnification for all x-ray images collected at multiple x-ray energies for XANES imaging. Since the image distance is proportional to the magnification and the focal length of the objective zone plate which depends on the x-ray energy, as the x-ray energy changes, the detector should be adjusted accordingly to maintain the same magnification for all images. As a result, the best resolution can be preserved, eliminating the need for images collected at different magnifications to be re-sampled to achieve consistent pixel size.7 This is particularly critical when a large energy change is required during an experiment. Figure 1 demonstrates a XANES imaging of a Ni-YSZ sample performed at the X8C beamline. A series of TXM 2D projections were collected on the Ni-YSZ sample across the Ni absorption K-edge. Notice that the contrast variation of the Ni phase corresponds to the x-ray absorption spectrum of Ni. The Ni-YSZ sample was prepared by tape-casting and sintering procedure with details described elsewhere.9 A section of the Ni-YSZ was fractured from the bulk sample to create a sharp feature, and was glued to the tip of a steel pin. NiO powders were manually placed on the surface of the NiYSZ sample under an optical microscope. The NiO powder serves as unbiased reference later during data analysis to assist in accurate identification of un-reduced NiO within the Ni-YSZ sample. Before performing the spectroscopic nano-tomography, XANES spectra of Ni foil (Alfa Aesar, 99.95% pure), NiO powder (Fuel Cell materials, 99.99% pure), and Ni2O3 powder (Inco Limited, F-Grade) were collected at beamline 6-2 C at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) using a conventional x-ray absorption technique. The spectra shown in Figure 2 agree well with the published data.8 Based on the measured spectra, three x-ray energies 8300 eV, 8348 eV, and 8375 eV indicated in Figure 2 were chosen for collecting nano-tomography datasets on the NiYSZ sample with the reference of NiO powders. A lens-coupled scintillator with a 2048  2048 pixels camera detector was used to record images. A total of 181 projections of the sample were collected over a 180 angular



FIG. 1. A series of representative full-field XANES images from the TXM at NSLS demonstrate the unique TXM capability. The magnification at various energies is kept constant via automated adjustment of the detector position and therefore preserves the best resolution of this instrument.
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FIG. 2. The absorption spectra of the Ni, NiO, and Ni2O3 near the Ni absorption K-edge (8333 eV). Three tomography measurements were carried out at 8300, 8348, and 8375 eV, labeled in the figure as Tomo1: E8300, Tomo 2: E8348, and Tomo 3:E8375, respectively.



range for each tomography dataset, using a camera binning of 2  2. Background normalization was achieved separately. 20 background images were collected and then averaged with the sample removed from the TXM field of view. The intensity of each pixel in the sample projections was then divided by the intensity of the corresponding pixel in the averaged background image to yield the transmission signal. The alignment of the x-ray projections was performed automatically using a run-out correction system designed for the TXM at NSLS which is one of the unique capabilities of this microscope.7 A standard filtered backprojection reconstruction algorithm was used to reconstruct the 3D structure.10 The same byte-scaling was applied to reconstruct the three distinctive datasets (E8300, E8348, and E8375) collected at different x-ray energies. The three tomographic datasets were spatially registered using AVIZO software package (version 6.2, VSG) for voxel to voxel comparison. Figure 3 shows the TXM 2D projections of the NiOdecorated Ni-YSZ sample taken at the three x-ray energies. The NiO reference powders decorated on the surface of the Ni-YSZ sample are indicated by arrows in the figures, where the gray scale represents the x-ray attenuation. The 3D reconstruction of the Ni-YSZ sample with one of the decorating NiO powders at 8348 eV is shown in Figure 4(a). The virtual cross-section images of the NiO powder from three distinctive x-ray energies are shown in Figures 4(b)–4(d). The contrast of the NiO between three x-ray energies can be clearly identified. Below the Ni absorption edge 8300 eV [Figure 4(b)], NiO absorbs the least compared with its absorptions at the other two energies. At x-ray energy of 8348 eV [Figure 4(c)], NiO displays peak absorption and shows relatively less absorption in the post-edge region at 8375 eV [Figure 4(d)]. This behavior is consistent with the absorption spectra of NiO shown in Figure 2, and is distinctly different from that of Ni, which maintains an approximately constant level of absorption in the post-edge region. Therefore, the contrast of NiO between E8348 and E8375 can be used to identify NiO within the Ni-YSZ composite by searching for this contrast in the Ni-YSZ 3D structure at these two distinctive energies. The internal structure of the Ni-YSZ pore composite is revealed and shown through its virtual cross-section images at the three energies in Figure 5. The contrast of Ni below
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FIG. 3. TXM 2D projections of the NiOdecorated Ni-YSZ sample taken at the x-ray energies of (a) 8300, (b) 8348, and (c) 8375 eV. The NiO reference powders are indicated by arrows in the figures.



FIG. 4. (a) 3D reconstruction of the Ni-YSZ anode sample from E8375 with the decorated NiO powder, indicated by an arrow (red online). The crosssection of the NiO powder is shown at the location indicated by the dash line (red online) at various x-ray energies: (b) 8300, (c) 8348, and (d) 8375 eV.



FIG. 5. The reconstructed virtual cross-section image of the SOFC sample is shown at the location indicated in Figure 4(a) by the solid line (green online) at various x-ray energies. (a) E8300, (b) E8348, (c) E8375 eV, and (d) the difference between E8348 and E8375 shows merely noise levels.



8300 eV (Figure 5(a)) and above (Figures 5(b) and 5(c)) the Ni K-edge 8348 eV and 8375 eV is evident. However, there is no apparent contrast between the E8348 (Figure 5(b)) and E8375 (Figure 5(c)) images. These two reconstructions are nearly identical, with the exception of some minor noise attributable to imperfect background normalization, imaging noise, or reconstruction artifacts. This lack of contrast was further verified and shown in Figure 5(d) by subtracting Figure 5(c) from Figure 5(b). Note there is no clear identifiable features in the subtracted image Figure 5(d) to confirm the existence of un-reduced NiO phase in the internal structure, suggesting that all nickel oxides were reduced to Ni during initial cell operation following the fabrication process described in Ref. 9. This observation is somewhat different than that previously reported in the literature,2 in which a different cell fabrication procedure was used. The discrepancy could possibly be attributed to variations in starting nickel oxide powder size, cell fabrication, or operational conditions. By calculating the size-dependent contrast of a single NiO feature between E8348 and E8375, the method used in this work is sensitive to detect NiO particles as small as about 140 nm. For NiO particles with size smaller than 140 nm, the contrast in TXM projections between E8348 and E8375 would be smaller than the background noise level 1.6%, which is determined by the TXM instrument resolution as quantified previously in Ref. 7, where the power spectrum density at the cutoff frequency is equivalent to 1.6% contrast. The methodology reported here, using nanotomography at multiple energies rather than a single energy, allows quantitatively and precisely identifying NiO phase induced by redox cycle in Ni-YSZ anode with a sensitivity of 140 nm particle size. In summary, XANES spectroscopic nano-tomography was performed on a porous Ni-YSZ solid oxide fuel cell anode to quantitatively identify any nickel oxides inside. No evidence was found to suggest un-reduced NiO core remained in the Ni-YSZ anode indicating the NiO has been fully reduced to the catalytic metallic Ni. The XANES spectroscopy combined with nano-tomography provides an opportunity to quantitatively characterize oxidation state of composite materials. This methodology allows unambiguous identification of NiO phase from Ni, YSZ, and pore phases of the Ni-YSZ composite anode, and can be widely applied to reduction and oxidation study on energy storage and conversion materials including SOFCs, Li-ion batteries, and supercapacitors. Use of the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic
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